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AT



BY INVITATION

Arthouse1

Rebecca Fairman
Gallerist, curator, artist

www.arthouse1.co.uk

Since the opening of Arthouse1, raised on the top floor 
of my period town house in Bermondsey, I have had 
the privilege to conduct, participate, and generate its 
organic growth over the last five years. It’s an intimate 
and partially domestic space which offers artists a 
unique platform to explore and push new boundaries.
  
Last year The Sevenoaks Visual Arts Forum invited me 
to select and curate an ‘Open Call’ exhibition for its 
members at the Sevenoaks Kaleidoscope Gallery. It was 
a difficult task. No theme, no brief - other than ‘Members 
Only’. Fortunately, SVAF have a fabulous array of artists, 
which made it a joy to assess and install.  

This February 2019, The Cello Factory have very 
generously given those members the opportunity to 
display their works in the amazing gallery space based in 
Waterloo. Which I have also been asked to curate. And, 
even better... I’ve been offered the opportunity to show 
some of my own artwork.  

A huge thanks to Rosalind Barker and Sue Evans for 
involving me in such a great project. 

SEVENOAKS 
VISUAL ARTS FORUM

Sevenoaks Kaleidoscope Gallery

Facilitated by
 Rosalind Barker and Sue Evans

www.svaf.co.uk

Sevenoaks Visual Arts Forum (SVAF) has a membership 
of over eighty diverse artists based at the Sevenoaks 
Kaleidoscope Gallery. We were delighted to welcome 
London gallerist Rebecca Fairman of ARTHOUSE1 as 
our 2018 independent SVAF OPEN selector and curator.
  
It gives us great pleasure that Rebecca returns as our 
Cello Factory curator and is exhibiting as guest artist 
with SVAF founders Rosalind Barker, Susan Evans and 
Franny Swann. 
 
Reflecting the variety of SVAF practice ‘SVAF 
CELEBRATES’ sees a showcase of enticing drawing, 
textile, painting, print, installation and sculpture 
represented in work by the thirty-one selected members.

We would like to thank friend of SVAF and President 
of The London Group Susan Haire for her generous 
invitation to launch our 10th Birthday celebratory 
exhibition at The Cello Factory.   

http://www.arthouse1.co.uk
http://www.svaf.co.uk


SARAH 
ABERCROMBIE JONES

Strands II

Archival Ink on Paper
40.5 x 40.5 x1.2 cm

www.sarahabercrombiejones.com

Strands are the current series of drawings exploring 
the repetition of aligned and layered marks within 
circles. The lines combine to form whole, connecting 
thoughts with the process of drawing and exploring 
ideas of breath and connection in the moment.

http://www.sarahabercrombiejones.com


JUDITH BALCHIN

The Long Weight

Wool fibres
33 x 14 cm (with block plinth)

www.woollyfelters.com

I see my work as joyful. I relish creating work that revels 
in the art of fun. I welcome you to enjoy my woolly 
characters, as a celebration of the human form in all its 
variations. 

I celebrate the human figure and treasure the differences. 
I love the ‘larger’ look at life and enjoy the fuller figure. 

I work with wool fibres for its tactile quality. Transforming 
a bundle of wool fibres into a solid form is quite magical. 
Needle felting is a slow process that allows my work 
time to evolve in an organic flow. 

‘The Long Weight’ was first sculpted in clay, working 
from life, before being translated into wool. This was 
‘Buddha’ pose by Patch.

 

http://www.woollyfelters.com


ROSALIND BARKER

Rhinoceros Domesticus

Graphite on Japanese paper
Size: 1.5 x 1 m

www.rosalindbarker.com

Barker seeks to interpret the transience and traces of human 
presence and absence.  Beautiful and fragile her work both 
tempts and repels touch. 

In a playful exploration of domestic and personal yet 
universal objects, Barker explores surfaces with fine line or 
frottage to create a drawn dimensional ghosting.  
Working miniature to human life size, both her drawings 
and sculptures are accomplished by the repetition and 
assemblage of small elements. Barker selects the materiality 
associated with the body, dust, hair, bone or delicate paper 
as metaphor.

Barker is currently working collaboratively with her MA 
Drawing peers and The British Museum Print and Drawing 
Archive. Barker selected Albrecht Durer ‘Rhinoceron’ 
an instantly recognisable iconic, durable image. Forty-
five thousand copies were made in his lifetime and the 
21st Century internet is rife with online booty bearing this 
woodcut image. Durer had never seen the animal when he 
made the works in 1515. He worked from descriptions in 
letters and oral accounts. Studying the original drawing and 
woodcut reveals its amalgamation of imaginative marks. 
The final woodcut while incorrect is a chimera of multiple 
horns and marks ‘like’ reptiles, shells, bone, scales, as 
described to him. 

Barkers ‘Rhinoceros Domesticus’ 2018 is composed of 
rubbed domestic objects. Each selected for their ‘likeness’ 
to the original mark making.  

http://www.rosalindbarker.com


ALISON BERRY

Remnants

Sandstone
20 x 53 x 40 cm

www.alison-berry.com 

Remnants consists of three pieces of sandstone with 
patterns and shapes reminiscent of digital technology 
and computer circuit boards.

Potentially the remains of a ruin or fossils from the future, 
this work is concerned with the themes of hubris and 
the rise and fall of civilisations. Remnants also draws 
attention to the beauty of both the natural sandstone 
and the unnatural patterns of technology. Alison Berry’s 
hope is that her unconventional handling of timeless 
themes avoids grandiosity, and instead encourages an 
exploration in which laughing at oneself sometimes 
plays a part.

 

http://www.alison-berry.com


JO BROWN

Deeper

Oil on canvas
Framed 63 x 75 cm

www.jobrownarts.co.uk

Jo Brown’s interest is in the painterly space, the material 
properties of paint and its tangible elements - line, plane, 
gesture, spatial configuration, process and surface, 
layering and juxtaposition.

Though abstract, there is often a reference to landscape 
and the natural world, characterized by a free and 
gestural application of paint. ‘Mist Rising’ and ‘Deeper’ 
fall in to this category. Colour and its emotional effect is 
paramount here.

My aim is to create a personal space, one that others 
might enter and respond to in their own way.

http://www.jobrownarts.co.uk


NIKI CAMPBELL

Patti

Acrylic on paper framed 
24 x 30 cm

nikicampbellartist.wordpress.com

Niki Campbell’s paintings explore memory, spaces, 
or a feeling of a place. She plays with a notion that 
something has taken place, be it an amazing miracle 
or possibly something dark, or sinister. This is left for 
the viewer to make their own narrative.

Her new works use painting as the main medium, 
allowing Campbell to enter this space in an attempt 
to capture the intangible.

 

https://nikicampbellartist.wordpress.com/


ANDREA COLTMAN

Win  
Lose

Both : Acrylic and oil on linen
each: 70 x 70 x 4 cm

www.andreacoltman.com

Andrea has always felt displaced, a nomadic observer 
drawn to capturing snapshots of transitional locations 
through painting.

Absorbed with the notion of places and spaces of 
transition she has considered the viewable environment. 
Andrea’s works question places of constant 
transformation drawing on her own movements, and 
journeys that intersect with passageways. There are 
connections yet there is disconnect revealing a state 
of flux, the crossing of physical and metaphorical 
boundaries, places of transformation moving between 
material, physical and emotional states.

Andrea reflects psychologically to everyday instants 
or objects, ephemeral split seconds, passages through 
environments. She is a rootless wonderer.

http://www.andreacoltman.com


CHRISTA CORNER

Dungeness Recalled

Mixed media on hand-made paper
101 x 88 cm

www.artistsdirectory.co.uk

I take my inspiration from many sources: perceptions 
of and emotional reactions to daily life, the natural world, 
travel, literature and the human form. These influences 
produce an output that includes wall-mounted and 
sculptural pieces in handmade paper.  In interpreting 
and treating my chosen subjects, I adopt a highly 
original approach to colour and colour combinations and 
frequently include rusty metal pieces, wire and stitch.

I am particularly drawn to the process of erosion, decay 
and transformation whether found by the sea, in the rain 
forest or in man-made structures.  The disintegration of 
organic matter and material objects offer the opportunity 
to explore the creative potential through the medium used.

http://www.artistsdirectory.co.uk


LOUISA CRISPIN

FP Minimus Thirteen

Graphite on Bristol paper
18 x 13 cm

Framed 19 x 14 cm

www.louisacrispin.co.uk

It’s hard to know when an idea first germinates, what 
makes it grow and why it suddenly needs to flourish.

The wasps came to a head last summer when we had a 
huge nest in our loft and we began to find dead ones lying 
around the house (and a huge number of live ones too!)

They found a way down next to the chimney and, once 
the pheromone path was set, it became part of their daily 
flight path. We ducked as they shot across the room to the 
window, waiting patiently until we released them. Evenings 
were spent listening to incessant buzzing, and witnessing 
a fatal attraction to the lights. And so the collection grew.

During the drawing there is a need to learn more. Did 
you know that wasps eat spiders, they clear the detritus 
from our gardens and they pollinated the raspberries last 
year? The fluffy bee has a wonderful reputation; it’s time 
someone championed the wasp.

http://www.louisacrispin.co.uk/


ANGELA DEWAR

Twelfth Station

Hand made felt
54 x 54 cm

www.angela-dewar.co.uk

Inspiration for this piece was a stormy Welsh landscape, 
with scudding clouds and dramatic light. Trees in the 
mid ground are transformed into three crosses, often 
seen in depictions of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. 
The Bible describes how, at the moment of His death, 
the sky became dark , lightening struck and the veil 
of the Temple was torn in two. The title references 
the journey of the Stations of the Cross, followed by 
Christians during Holy Week

  

https://www.angela-dewar.co.uk/


MARGARET DEVITT

Abstract Desert ii

Acrylic watercolour and oil pastel   
Framed 54 x 53 cm

www.margaretdevitt.co.uk

This work is concerned with the play of line against 
colour, the emotional expressiveness of abstraction and 
the unexpected surprises and discoveries that result 
from facing a blank canvas when provided with only a 
few materials such as brush, paint and charcoal and a 
chosen palette.

  

http://www.margaretdevitt.co.uk/


SUE EVANS

Partial
Embossed linen on 

tyvek and hand embroidery
30 x 30 cm

My investigation is into the ineffable alongside the 
ordinary.  Currently I am interested in using geometric 
shapes that move between background and foreground.  
Here processes of accumulation aspire to solid forms.



REBECCA FAIRMAN

Divertimento

Detail (in progress)
Clay, gesso, quill inks 

bow horse hair, cello strings
Size: variable

I enjoy interacting with spaces and places.
The Cello Factory resonates with such historical tones, 
I could not resist the urge to reflect back.
It was once, as the name suggests, a factory for making 
and repairing cellos and other stringed instruments. 

I have chosen to work with clay for this project, mainly 
for its manipulability and versatility. A material I like 
to paint with, carve, mould and build. Creating bodily 
forms with bone-like qualities. 

Shown here are some loose pieces of work in progress  
for the installation I intend to assemble at The Cello 
Factory. By abstracting the Baroque scrollworks used by 
Luthiers, I hope to compose a unique Divertimento.



CHRISTINA FRANCE

Floating 2

Made in Sweden
Oil on paper 

Paper 90 x 50 cm
Framed 120 x 70 cm

www.christina-france.com

The series of works on paper ‘Floating’, is informed by a 
previous series of work extracted from ongoing research 
into my father’s wartime pilot’s log book, exploring 
notions of repetition, sequence and chance within 
the narrative of D Day and the Liberation. Underlying 
imagery was from arial photographs of airfields 
unnoticeable at ground level. Moving forward from this 
I discovered the extent to which his short training was 
complex. The part that interested me most when looking 
at his Log Book was the physical nature of the skies, 
meteorology and the significant part conditions beyond 
the control of the sophisticated machinery played in 
the outcomes of many of the events recorded in the 
sparse, sometimes poetic lines written in his controlled, 
considered handwriting. 

‘Floating’ also bears witness to cloud-flags, not patriotic 
symbols, but raising questions about communities, 
national identity, cross-border flow and fraternity.  

http://www.christina-france.com


SONIA GRIFFIN

i is the power of i

Mirrors, acrylic shelf 
82 x 24 x13 cm

www.soniagriffin.co.uk

This work is a comment on our self obsessed culture. 
How the individual power of self has promoted an 
excessive preoccupation with ones’ own life and 
circumstances.

This quality of self preoccupation can have a profound 
impact on society as a whole as well as the individual.

  

http://www.soniagriffin.co.uk


KATIE HAYWARD

Thoughts in 3D

Concrete, string
Installation. Variable sizes

www.katiehayward.co.uk              

Kent-based Artist Katie Hayward explores issues of 
scale, unpredictability and the fragility of desires in 
her work. Using primarily drawing/collage, ceramics, 
concrete and inflatables she examines human nature, 
the human body, altered scale and illusion. Thoughts in 
3D are experimental pieces which were created during 
her residency at Tonbridge School in 2017. 
Katie graduated from Newcastle University in 2013 and 
has since gone on to take part in various residency 
programs and several research projects. She had her 
first solo show in 2013 and has exhibited in multiple 
group shows including the inaugural exhibition and 
residency at The Koppel Project in London, the National 
Sculpture Symposium in Riverhill Himalayan Gardens 
and the Bloomberg New Contemporaries 2014 in which 
she also delivered an Artist’s Talk called Exploring Air and 
Achieving Largeness in the ICA London. She was most 
recently selected for the Broomhill National Sculpture 
Competition 2017 and was Artist in Residence at 
Tonbridge School.

http://www.katiehayward.co.uk/


BILL HALL

Maigh Eo Window                         

Etching & aquatint
Framed 27 x 22 cm 

www.billhall.org.uk    

This is a part of a continuing project which grew from 
my time spent around the disused nettle-encroached 
buildings surrounding my grandparent’s old smallholding 
in the West of Ireland.  Absorbing the ‘sense of place’ 
and passage of time was an essential part of the 
process, as was Samuel Beckett’s poem “Lessness” 
which begins: “Ruins true refuge …”, with its themes 
of presence and loss. In the process of etching, the 
repeated application of grounds, aquatints, and acid 
onto copper plates have, in turn become an attempt to 
convey the atmosphere and layers of time of neglected 
and abandoned places.

http://www.billhall.org.uk/


MELISSA HILL

Rohingya Toile de Jouy                         

Digitally printed wallpaper
60 x 360 cm

www.getemdash.com

Since August 2017, over 650,000 Rohingya Muslims 
have been violently evicted from their settlements by 
soldiers in a campaign sanctioned by the Myanmar 
government. What is unfolding has been described by 
the UN as ethnic cleansing. In the West, we furnish our 
homes to be an expression of our identity, a desire for 
comfort and to be unchallenging. The Rohingya Toile, 
after the style of Sheila Bridges’ design “Harlem Toile”, 
subverts the classic 18th century French ideal of tranquil 
rural scenes to present a repeating pattern of human 
behaviour that refutes the bucolic. We should not feel 
comfortable.

http://www.getemdash.com


ELISA HUDSON

Side by Side                         

Oil on panel
40 x 40 cm

www.axisweb.org/p/elisahudson

Oyster shells and collected natural objects are a 
recurrent theme with the contemporary still life paintings 
and drawings I make.

The work is about place, relationships and an interest in 
the fragility and delicate nature of the subjects.

Elisa is a figurative artist who studied Fine Art and Art 
Theory at Goldsmith’s College. Recent work has been 
shown at The Mall Galleries, The Oxo Gallery, London 
and she has produced a drawing for a forthcoming 
episode of DIY SOS for the BBC.

http://www.axisweb.org/p/elisahudson


AMANDA HOUCHEN

Kaleidoscope Dreams                         

Oil and acrylic on canvas
80 x 90 cm

www.amandahouchen.com

The key drive behind Amanda Houchen’s work is an 
interest in individuals adopting a role in order to exist 
in an idealised form.  These characters are ephemeral; 
existing at the time in which their character is 
recognised by others.

The focus is on the temporary nature of this state of 
performance and stardom. In his essay The Society 
of the Spectacle, Guy Debord speaks of escaping the 
mediocrity of the everyday through creating ‘momentary 
ambiences of life’ and transforming them into a ‘superior 
passional quality’.

Source material for her work includes the more obscure 
and choreographed settings of burlesque, cabaret or the 
circus, where there’s the element of masquerade.  

http://www.amandahouchen.com


MARION JONES

The Rhubarb Triangle 1                                                  

Oil, graphite, pastel and acrylic 
on wooden panel

30 x 40 x 2 cm

www.marionjones.co.uk

The forms of these paintings are based on the divisions 
of squares and the corresponding triangles, edges, lines 
and planes that are created. The forms are reductive 
and asymmetrical and are developed using a variety of 
different often-opposing layers and colour. The structure 
and edges of a painting are equally important, as are the 
tools, in this case masking tape used to construct the 
painting.

The process is systematic, unpredictable and intuitive.

http://www.marionjones.co.uk


MARILYN KYLE

Rag Cutters Chattels: Mill 342 

Paper, textiles, wax, found objects
40 x 205 x 45 cm

www.marilynkyle.com

Marilyn Kyle explores the ways in which individuals 
or whole communities deal with life-changing 
circumstances, from significant personal and family 
events to world crises. Her work reflects the range 
of human experience from grief to joy. Dementia and 
the working poor are among the many subjects she 
has worked with. Materials used and pieces made 
develop out of research into particular histories and 
the objects related to them: thus each resulting work 
uses media appropriate to the subject. “Rag Cutters 
Chattels: Mill 342” responds to the poverty of many 
of the Kent paper mill workers, just before WW1 
(which is referenced in the work), and uses cotton 
rag, paper, microcrystalline wax and found objects.  
Marilyn Kyle’s MA in Fine Art (UAL, Wimbledon) 
encouraged her in the expansion of her practice to 
include installation and assemblage. 

http://www.marilynkyle.com


DAVID MINTON

White Cube

Graphite powder and pigment 
on 300 gm paper mounted 

on aluminium
47 x 67 cm

www.davidmintonart.com

Surface is as far as I could make it, unblemished, 
rich, spatial; edges are clean. Graphite powder, artists 
pigment, rubbed into paper, fixed, work their way into 
becoming the thing, not intellectual stuff but its genesis 
in some kind of intelligence? There is no brief, no 
statement, no sentence and a cacophony of words. 
There are thoughts, shifts of balance, nerve endings 
thinking, motion.

There is a history. White Cube predominantly in greys 
and blacks is lifted from a doorway in the White Cube 
Gallery in Bermondsey, London.

http://www.davidmintonart.com


VENETIA NEVILL

Language of Letting Go 

Charcoal and ash
drawings on paper

65 x 45 cm

www.venetianevill.com

Venetia creates ecologically informed artworks that 
focus on transformation and reclamation. She is 
inspired by the rhythms of nature with its cycles of 
birth, life, death and renewal. Her work is a homage 
to this elemental connection and a reminder of the 
ancient rituals used to honour the self through a 
connection with the natural world. Ritual, healing and 
performance are intrinsic to her work. She forages 
organic materials on meditative walks; feathers, 
bark, lichen and sycamores are used in paintings, 
installations and mandalas. The materials are 
transmuted through burning with letters to recreate a 
new calligraphy with the ash and charcoal. 

http://www.venetianevill.com


DIANA POLIAK

Green Spaces 

Ink and acrylics on canvas 
80 x 98 cm

www.athyrium-atelier.co.uk

Experimentation with different media is important to 

me, and subject matter varies, but is often related to 

environmental matters, as in Green Spaces, which 

are few and far between in many towns. Rarely is 

my work a conventional representation. I particularly 

enjoy mark making, pattern design and colour 

co-ordination, inspired mainly by nature, but more 

recently by architecture and industry too. This also 

features in my 3D work.

http://www.athyrium-atelier.co.uk


DEBORAH RAVETZ

Rehearsal II
Mixed media on paper

22.3 x 18.4 cm

www.deborahravetz.org

Deborah Ravetz practises the surrender of being lost - 
painting and responding to the first marks, often losing 
the image many times. Colour and surface are particular 
interests. The process of losing and finding the image 
and layering colour can result in something richer and 
more subtle than the first early layers of paint and texture. 
Ravetz combines spontaneity and deliberation to bring 
the image to resolution. Her process combines chance, 
consideration and grace.

“To be lost is to be fully present, and to be fully present 
is to be capable of being in uncertainty and mystery”. 
Rebecca Solnit. The Field Guide to Getting Lost (2003)

http://www.deborahravetz.org


JULIAN ROWE

Nobody Told Me There’d 
Be Days Like These

Installation: acrylic on calico, 
metal powders, wood. perspex,

 toy locomotive, perambulator.
182 x 210 x 110 cm

www.julianrowe.co.uk

Last year in Nottingham Castle Museum I was 
greatly impressed by an epic, if obscure, essay in 
Romantic painting, Andrew McCallum’s ‘The Major 
Oak’. Sometime later while searching through images 
online I came across a photograph of a forlorn and 
abandoned steam engine. There seemed to me to be 
a psychological resonance between the two pictures, 
disparate though they were, and my discovery of the 
old pram, rhyming with the image of the locomotive, 
and playing off the visual complexity of the tree, drew 
the elegiac ensemble together. I found my own ancient 
tree, a hornbeam, on an estate near my home. 

http://www.julianrowe.co.uk


JANE SANDOE

3, 2, 1 High Rise (Triptych)
 

Oil on board
each: 26 x 52.5 cm

This triptych shows imagined domestic interiors.

Conspicuous brushstrokes describe locations of 

troubled  dreams.



SABRINA SHAH

Nobody Told Went to Sea

Oil on canvas 
60 x 80 cm

Installation: acrylic on calico, metal powders, 
wood. Perspex, toy locomotive, perambulator.

182 x 210 x 110 cm

www.sabrinashah.co.uk

Composites of animal/human parts. They don’t quite 
fit. Offering a comment on intolerance of mistakes/
imperfections in life. The atmospheric tension within the 
work is heightened through the composition as the group 
is pressed together; in close and uncomfortable proximity. 
Sandwiched and packed together. Caught in a moment 
of mischief, seemingly aware that they are being judged. 

http://www.sabrinashah.co.uk


JULIET SIMPSON

Living In An Aquarium

Bronze on found oak, 6/10
34 x 30 x 20 cm

www.jssculptures.co.uk 

This was inspired by watching the fish in Brighton’s 

Aquarium. The fish swimming near the top carried 

their own reflection with them. People can be much 

the same.

http://www.jssculptures.co.uk/


FRANNY SWANN

Night Road 3

Acrylic, pen and graphite
29 x 24 mm

www.frannyswann.com

Franny’s work explores narratives of time and place set 
against the universal themes of memory, memorial and 
loss.

It references archaic traces, fragments and past lives, 
often within a conceptual, contemporary format, and 
explores the multi- layered narratives that memory 
inhabits. ‘Deep within loss there is stillness, a hope, a 
delicacy that I am striving constantly to access……’

http://www.frannyswann.com


MARIA TURNER 

Appendage (joining in)

Oil, acrylic, dye and 
graphite on canvas  

107 x 226 cm

 mariamarianniturner.com

My current practice questions the sculptural within 
painting and is rooted in current dialogues within the 
expanded field. Considering 3D spatial relationships has 
impacted on my painting practice and has led to new 
methodologies in the making of work. Stitching and 
fixing elements in various configurations and attaching 
canvases to a variety of constructed supports has 
developed work to encourage a dialogue between 
painting and a language of sculpture: painting as 
structures, built and assembled and modular in nature. 
Within the making, the work is looking for relationships 
between the provisional, the considered and the 
intentioned. It teeters on the edges of completeness 
and the undone. It reflects an interest in the temporal, 
animating work and allowing suggestion and possibility 
of something new and potential to be conveyed through 
assembled structuring of the paintings. This shifting 
implication within the nature of the work reflects a 
society always on the brink of being undone – on the 
edge of chaos, or in the midst of it.

https://www.mariamarianniturner.com/


RACHEL WICKREMER 

Vanishing Point
Polycarbonate twin wall plastic, 

paint, threads & glue 
40 x 40 x 1 cm 

www.rachelwickremer.co.uk

Through the work I create I seek to generate light, 
depth and movement. 
 
I use prefabricated polycarbonate as a framework 
for the work, the twin wall is wrapped densely with 
fine threads. 

I aim to push the relationship between line, form 
and three-dimensional space. 

My practice explores how shift in viewing angle 
can create visual movement, and intensity of tone.

The lines of thread that sit on the surface of the 
painting serve as a kind of aperture in the work, 
openings that light passes through. They become a 
way into the painting, or posts to mark the landscape.

http://www.rachelwickremer.co.uk


SEVENOAKS VISUAL ARTS FORUM  
WHO WE ARE: 

   Rosalind Barker, Sue Evans and Franny Swann, three practising  
artists who all obtained their Fine Art Degrees in Kent, founded  
SVAF in 2009. Currently we are a group of over eighty students, 
emerging and professional artists. We are committed to the  
support and continuing professional development of artists and 
building awareness of the visual arts.

 
   Thanks to the early generosity and 
support of Kent Arts Officer Duncan 
Brannan we were invited to hold 
meetings in the professional space 
of The Sevenoaks Kaleidoscope 
Gallery, where we quickly grew both 
in member numbers and reputation. 
This central location and sym- 
pathetic environment have been  
essential to our success. 
 
   In 2017 SVAF were invited to run 
and curate The Sevenoaks Kaleido-
scope Gallery as an artist led space 
in partnership with KCC. This has 
provided us with the opportunity to curate, organise and exhibit in a purpose-built gallery. 
Our program provides a space for traditional, educational and experimental exhibitions and 
residencies for established and emerging Kent based artists as well as a popular venue for 
London and international artists. 

   Our members are drawn from many 
disciplines including painting, ceramics, 
print, textiles, sculpture, installation, video, 
sound and contemporary drawing. SVAF 
aims to be a vehicle for artists to meet, 
crit ical ly engage, share, network and 
develop their practice. SVAF continues to 
go from strength to strength demonstrating 
the need for such an inclusive organisation.
 
Full information on SVAF and The Sevenoaks  
Kaleidoscope Gallery visit www.svaf.co.uk 
 

   It’s easy to find out what’s going on by 
signing up to our monthly ‘What’s On’ 
by visiting www.svaf.co.uk  or leaving your 
email in our visitors’ book. 
 
To join or to discuss SVAF further 
please contact: 
Rosalind Barker and Sue Evans  
sevenoakskaleidoscopegallery@gmail.com 

Sevenoaks kaleidoscope gallery
A Sevenoaks Visual Arts Forum artist led space
Buckhurst Lane, Sevenoaks, TN13 1LQ                                                                                             
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